
FOR YOUR 
SKIN.

ESSENTIAL
SOLUTIONS   

A form of Vitamin B3, an essential nutrient. Niacinamide  
improves the skin structure and smoothes out wrinkles.  
This active also has an anti-inflammatory effect, keeps the skin  
smooth and moisturized. It protects against environmental  
stress and sun damage.

NIACINAMIDE

This star ingredient effectively increases skin hydration and  
moisture and reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.  
It also soothes redness and dermatitis.

HYALURONIC ACID

STAR-INGREDIENT POWER

Improves skin texture by prompting surface skin cells to turn  
over, making way for new cell growth underneath. Retinol also  
neutralizes free radicals and boosts the production of collagen  
and elastin, reducing the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and pores. 

A powerful antioxidant that improves skin tone & texture,  
reduces signs of skin ageing, and favors skin hydration.  
Complexion is brightened and signs of photoaging are reduced.

RETINOL 

VITAMIN C

Act as messengers and trigger the skin cells to build collagen  
and elastin, resulting in firmer and plumper skin. Peptides  
also help reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.  
They soothe and reduce skin inflammation, and lock  
in hydration.

PEPTIDES

Star ingredients are selected to deliver rapid visible results.  
Their efficacy has been scientifically proven, and optimal  
concentrations & associations are integrated into these  
Swiss-developed formulations. 

REJUVENATING

BRIGHTENING

LIFTING 

ANTI-INFLAMMATORY

MOISTURIZING

From SKIN CONCERNS to SKIN SOLUTIONS with optimal 
formulations of the right power-ingredients: 

2. SELECT STAR  
INGREDIENT 

3. SOLUTION WITH 
VISIBLE RESULTS

ESSENTIAL SOLUTIONS

1. DEFINE  
SKIN PROBLEM 

Retinol-like agent with anti-aging effects without skin  
sensitivity. It stimulates cell turnover, smooths fine lines  
and wrinkles. It also improves skin tone and texture.

BAKUCHIOL RESTRUCTURING

Break the bond between the outer layer of skin cells and  
the next skin layer (peeling effect). They also stimulate  
the production of collagen and elastin, and make the skin  
more even and smooth.

AHAs RESURFACING

Is a skin protectant with anti-inflammatory properties.  
It restores skin integrity and helps with wound healing.  
It also boosts skin hydration and elasticity.

PANTHENOL APPEASING

Helps shed dead cells and decreases pimples. Acts as an  
anti-inflammatory. It decreases skin redness and swelling  
while speeding skin healing.

SALICYLIC ACID (BHA) EXFOLIATING

ORGANIC SPF FILTERS
Protect the skin by absorbing UVA and UVB radiations.  
Sweat resistant to protect your skin at all times. Organic  
SPF filters provide a dry touch finish, allowing easy  
makeup layering.

PROTECTING

A skin lightener derived from plant extracts. It targets multiple 
steps in the skin pigmentation process: the production of melanin 
and the interception of its migration to the upper skin layer. Your 
skin looks more luminous, and pigmentation is less visible.

GIGA-WHITE LIGHTENING

THE BEST OF DERMO COSMETICS 

SKIN AGING 

                                                               DRY & SENSITIVE SKINCONGESTED & OILY SKIN

elementre dermo cosmetics is an approachable and honest 
skincare company, based in Geneva Switzerland.
Our core mission is to provide skin-solutions based on  
optimal formulations with scientifically proven efficacy.
 
The 3-step protocols to PREPARE, CORRECT and REINFORCE 
reveal your best skin.  
 
Our clinical trials in conjunction with key aesthetic  
procedures show that elementre dermo cosmetics deliver 
superior results and comfort.
 
As the brand of choice of beauty centers: medical, aesthetic 
& skin therapy, elementre dermo cosmetics accompany and 
enhance results of all aesthetic procedures with solutions for 
all skin problems:

UNEVEN TONE & PIGMENTATION 



1 - PREPARE 2 - CORRECT 3 - REINFORCE

2% GLYCERIN 
MICELLAR WATER

Effectively removes 
make-up and  
cleanses skin. 
Your skin is cleansed  
and feels appeased.

Use: Daily,  
morning and  
evening.

0.5% RETINOL 
REVITALIZING SERUM

Promotes skin  
turnover and improves 
complexion texture.  
Your skin is revitalized  
and glows.

Use: Evening only. 
Every 1 to 2 days. 

15% VITAMIN C 
BRIGHTENING SERUM

This complex of 3 forms 
of Vitamin C boosts  
skin complexion. 
Your skin is radiant,  
harmonized and  
brightened. 

Use: Morning  
or evening.

8% PEPTIDES & 
HYALURONIC ACID 
LIFTING CREAM 

Hydrates and  
energizes the skin. 
Your skin is restored  
and tightened.  

Use: Daily,  
morning 
and evening.

6% NIACINAMIDE  
& HYALURONIC ACID 
NOURISHING CREAM

Hydrates and restores 
skin comfort. 
Your skin is replenished  
and smoothed.  

Use: Daily,  
morning 
and evening.

5% GIGA-WHITE 
RADIANCE CREAM

Targets pigmentation and 
gently exfoliates the skin. 
Your skin is harmonized, 
and pigmentation is 
less visible. 

Use: Daily, morning  
or evening.

MY ESSENTIAL DERMO COSMETICS – 3 STEPS TO OPTIMIZE MY SKIN’S BEAUTY

3.5% GLYCERIN 
CLEANSING GEL

Effectively removes 
make-up and  
cleanses skin. 
Your skin is  
cleansed and feels  
fresh and hydrated. 

Use: Daily,  
morning 
and evening.

Gently exfoliates the  
skin, removes dead  
cells and excess sebum.  
Your skin is refreshed  
and feels smooth. 

Use: 2 to 3  
times per week.

3% PAPAYA
ENZYME PEEL GEL

10% AHA, ZINC  
& COPPER FOAMER

Exfoliates, degreases 
and purifies skin  
progressively.
Your skin is smoother 
and more refined.

Use: 2 to 3  
times per  
week.

8% AHA-BHA
EXFOLIATING 
NIGHT GEL

Promotes turnover 
of skin cells and 
exfoliation.
Your complexion is 
refreshed and your 
skin tone harmonized. 

Use: Daily  
or as  
needed.

SIGNS OF SKIN AGEING 
  Fine lines, superficial wrinkles             
  Wrinkles, age spots            
  Sagging skin, deep wrinkles        

UNEVEN SKIN TONE &  
EXCESS PIGMENTATION 
  Dull complexion, uneven skin tone            
  Superficial dark spots, sun spots           
  Dark spots, appearance of melasma             

CONGESTED & OILY SKIN 
  Congested pores & oily skin 
  Oily skin with black/ white  
  heads and blemishes                

DRY, IRRITATED &  
SENSITIVE SKIN 
  Dry skin, sensitive skin 
  Skin redness 
  Rough, very dry skin

REINFORCE skin vitality with high-performance creams –  
to hydrate, nourish, restore suppleness and protect your skin. 

PREPARE the skin with comfortable cleansers and gentle peels 
– to effectively remove makeup and dead skin while leaving the 
skin hydrated.

CORRECT skin problems with concentrated serums – to target and 
improve wrinkles, pigmentation, uneven and acne-prone skin. 

1% RETINOL 
RENEWING SERUM

Intense formula that  
promotes skin  
turnover and improves 
complexion texture.  
Your skin is revitalized  
and glows.

Use: Evening only. 
Every 1 to 2 days. 

30% VITAMIN C 
ILLUMINATING SERUM

Intense formula with a  
complex of 3 forms of  
Vitamin C to boost skin 
complexion. 
Your skin is radiant,  
harmonized and brightened. 

Use: Morning  
or evening.

10% PEPTIDES &
BAKUCHIOL EYE SERUM

Firms and stimulates the 
skin around the eyes.  
Targets puffiness, dark 
circles, crow’s feet and 
wrinkles.

Use: Daily morning  
or evening.

MY SKIN CONCERNS MY KEY SKIN CHARACTERISTICS
AGE:  
HOW OLD ARE YOU? 

 Below 20 
 20’s    
 30’s  
 40’s  
 50’s  
 60+  

AREA OF YOUR  
SKINCARE CONCERN? 
Select 1 to 3

 Eyes / under eyes 
 Forehead / nose    
 Cheeks  
 Full face  
 Neck & Décolleté 
 Body  
 Hands 

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE  
YOUR SKIN CONDITION? 
Select 1 to 2

 NORMAL 
 DRY    
 OILY  
 COMBINATION SKIN 

(oily in the T-zone: nose,  
forehead chin and normal  
on cheeks) 

 NON REACTIVE 
 REACTIVE    
 SENSITIVE  
 OTHER:

.....................................

..................................... 

SPF50+ DRY  
TOUCH SUN  
PROTECTION

Effectively protects 
skin from UV rays 
aggressions.
Sweat resistant Dry 
Touch formula, that 
allows makeup  
layering.

Use: Apply in  
the morning  
& midday

8% PANTHENOL
RECOVERY MASK 
CREAM

Recovery post  
treatment with high  
powered panthenol. 
Your skin is soothed, 
indulged and 
strengthened. 

Use: Daily  
morning  
or evening

NAME: ...........................................................................


